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Yamama'Nym's debut 2:00 am is a blend of Soul R&B and a taste of Jazz. The project contains brilliant

slow tempo songs of love gained and love lost combined with uptempo songs to party to. All songs have

live instrumentation to make you are in front of a 15 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, URBAN/R&B:

Rhythm  Blues Details: Fashioned in the spring of 2002, Yamama'Nym quickly claimed the distinction of

being not just another Soul band in the Baltimore/Washington DC music scene, but being one of its most

promising best live acts, period. Combining sultry soulful sounds with a touch of Jazz, a hint of soul, and a

twist of divinity; Yamama'Nym is definitely headed in the right direction. With three exceptionally vibrant

vocalists, a DJ, and perhaps some of the best live musicians in all the land, Yamama'Nym evoke feelings

of nostalgia with their youthful appearance,yet seasoned performance, often being compared to acts of

old and new. Over the past year, they have played on many stages and have left their signature "Soulful"

style to keep on with unsuspecting audiences leaving them yearning more. With solid reviews of major

shows at Bar Nun for WKYS, Le Bar Bat for WBLS, and The Black Family Reunion to name a few,

Yamama'Nym has already been endorsed as a viable candidate for international success. Up and down

the East Coast, they average a consistent amount of shows a year, and continue to sell out each and

every home appearance. Yamama'Nym's highly anticipated first album "2:00 AM" has drawn from the

band's strengths of Soul, R&B, Jazz and Hip Hop to help drive their musical vision to a broader

audience.With recording and mixing done by producer extraordinaire Tre Barr at Outta Control Studios,

the release presents the group's ripe, cultured, and straightforward songwriting skills and give them a

catalyst to the day when they will bridge the gap between their successful East Coast tours and widen

their national and international exposure.
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